Aluminium accumulation, beta-amyloid deposition and neurofibrillary changes in the central nervous system.
Deposition of beta-amyloid and the formation of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) are central to the aetiopathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The possible effects of aluminium on these processes have been investigated in patients with renal failure who are exposed chronically to high blood levels of aluminium. Focal accumulation of aluminium was observed in neurons with high densities of transferrin receptors, indicating transferrin-mediated uptake, in regions such as cortex and hippocampus which are selectively vulnerable in AD. Increased staining for the beta-amyloid precursor protein (APP) in cortical pyramidal neurons was evident in the majority of renal patients and immature senile plaques were present in 30% of cases, suggesting that aluminium may induce or accelerate beta-amyloid deposition. The absence of neurofibrillary changes in this group of renal patients indicates that aluminium does not directly cause the formation of NFTs. The brain aluminium content was not raised in neuropathologically assessed cases of AD and we have been unable to confirm claims of defective transferrin binding in this disorder. If aluminium contributes to the development of sporadic AD, it must do so indirectly, perhaps via effects on the synthesis or metabolism of APP, or by contributing generally to the age-related attrition of neurons and thus reducing the threshold for deficits produced by more specific disease-related processes.